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Olympic and World Champion Chris Klebl nears the finish 
line at the IPC World Cup, which took place in Canmore in 
December 2013. 
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Derek Zaplotinsky and a young skier taking part in the 
Ski Fit North Alberta multi community ski day.

Photo courtesy of Cross Country Alberta.
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BY TIM BREWSTER & JEFF BAKAL

Over 500 years ago, a small but elite 
group of mercenaries from the Nordic and 
Alpine regions of Europe held an outlaw 
competition to test each other in the skills 
of skiing military patrol, in a ski race format 
known as Stadio-Brawla Nordica. (“Nordic 
Stadium Brawl”)

The annual championship was called 
“La Coppa”.  However, in 1806, the third 
centennial of La Coppa, the competition 
was halted amid controversy, in what 
would be known as “The Göteborg 
Incident”, and the event was never spoken 
of again. 

 
On the night of Saturday March 22, 

2014, La Coppa Stadio-Brawla Nordica of 
1806 was finally settled at Rabbit Hill Ski 
Resort in an event organized by Devon 
Nordic Ski Club BEARS.

We sat down with Jeff Bakal, Grand Vice-
Viceroy of The Intercontinental Stadio-
Brawla Nordica League of The World, and 
descendant of the leader of the Kjolen 
Freedom Militia, one of the original teams.

Q:  What made you break the secret 200 
year pact with your ancestors and re-
introduce this event? 

JB: Back in the fall we decided at BEARS 
that we should offer a different kind of 
Nordic race event in Alberta…and at the 
same time I had been sitting on this family 
secret for my whole life. We decided it was 
time to revive La Coppa. We had a bit of an 
idea, but had so many details to fill in.

 
Q: Such as?
JB: How to eliminate most of the 

violence; how to do it without accidentally 
starting another World War.  We knew that 
the assassination of Austrian Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand, (the act that triggered 
World War I) was known to be an act of La 
Coppa score settling: we didn’t want to 
repeat that.  

 
Q: What sort of challenges were there in 

bringing it to reality?
JB: We needed a stadium of sorts, and 

what better stadium than the open face of 

a ski hill? Doug Pettigrew and the team at 
Rabbit Hill near Devon were gracious hosts 
for the event.  It was kind of a no-brainer 
though, as Doug is a 5th generation 
member of the Livonian Brothers of the 
Sword.  His family is still bitter over the 
Göteborg incident.  They were able to 
fulfill a long held family promise, to once 
again face their arch enemies on the 
sacred hard-snow of La Coppa.

Q: What went in to the design of the 
course?

JB: Under the cover of darkness 
on Friday night, the course design 
team worked to design and develop a 
snowboarder enviable course of rollers, 
jumps, and power climbing that would 
push the skills of the Jackrabbits and the 
elite racers, but due to modern insurance 
limitations, we had to eliminate some 
other original features, such as mines and 
live weapons.

Q: But you DID have shooting correct?
JB: Yes, but we weren’t shooting at each 

other this time.  Biathlon wasn’t originally 
included, but at one of the secret planning 
meetings, the great, great, great, grandson 
of the leader of the Bavarian Nationalist 
Front commented that the Austrian 
Empire’s soldiers “couldn’t hit targets even 
as large as their women at 10 paces with 

a rifle.”  The melee that ensued escalated 
until only an agreement to settle it at La 
Coppa. So we added a rifle stage. The 
sniper range was setup in the valley of 
doom, and a line in the snow was drawn, 
and competitors shot air rifles at biathlon 
targets for points.  It was a highlight for all 
the athletes.

 
Q: How was the course set up on an alpine 

ski area?
JB: On Saturday afternoon the trucks 

started rolling in, the flags of the original 
Coppa nations were planted in accordance 
with Intercontinental Stadio-Brawla 
Nordica League of the World rules. La 
Coppa was reassembled and polished. The 
town of Devon events trailer wheeled in 
and unpacked barriers, tables and tents. 
The 40’ Fasttrax ski shop arch was setup at 
the at the finish line.  The finishing touches 
were put on the course as the Knights 
of Devon, Edmonton, Camrose, Drayton 
Valley and some guy from Beaumont in a 
leopard print jacket. 

Q: Were you worried about wildlife on the 
course?

JB:  No.  Well except for the gorilla.  The 
Leader of the Knights of Sweden brought 
his pet gorilla, which got loose.  No biggy.

SEE LA COPPA - PAGE 38

Revived after 200 years, La Coppa stormed back on to the world stage in March 
at Rabbit Hill. 
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DEVON NORDIC BEARS REVIVE LA COPPA
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LA COPPA - FROM PAGE 34
Q: Um, this all sounds kind of made up?
JB:  Ya, that’s what leopard print guy 

said about the gorilla until he peeked in 
the Swedish trailer and let it out.  But the 
doctors say he’ll recover quickly.

 
Q: How did the actual racing go?
JB: Pretty well.  We learned a lot about 

skiing on sheer ice in Nordic skis.  There 
were battle cries, jumps, spectacular 
crashes, come from behind victories, 
and a fair amount of cheating.  Nicky 
the Swedish Sword Fighting fiend, and 
Philip Eriksson did a great job using 
their own personal course shortcuts to 
win their heats. Captain Betsy Awesome 
of Livonian Brothers of the sword used 
her biathlon expertise to lead her team 
to marksmanship victory (Der Meister-
Shusten).

Q: There were rumours of secret bribes 
and backroom deals?

JB:  Absolutely not true.  This isn’t 
figure skating: the bribery all occurred 
openly.  Everyone was bribing officials 
with candy and chocolate to improve 
their results.  The Austrian Empire were 
particularly good with bribes, and in 
fact it resulted in their overall victory.  It 
seems the going rate to improve a bad 
round of shooting to “clean” is eight 
Skittles.  Good to know.

Q: So how did it all pan out?
JB: Terrible. Once the points were 

tallied the Members of Austrian Empire 
took La Coppa for the first time in over 
200 years, and I will not sleep until 
this calamity is avenged and La Coppa 
is returned to its rightful place in my 
family’s house.

 
Your local representatives of the 

Intercontinental Stadio-Brawla Nordica 
League of the World would like to say a 
special thank you to all of the volunteers, 
who offered their time and dedication in 
putting on the event and capturing the 
gorilla at the end of the event. Morgan 
Construction, Fasttrax ski shop, Rabbit 

Hill, Doug Pettigrew (GM at Rabbit Hill), 
Steve the groomer (who is an artist with 
that machine), the Town of Devon, the 
Devon Nordic Ski Club and the racers for 
putting on an excellent show. 

Results:
1. Campione De La Coppa: Austrian Empire 

2.  Vice-Campione: Bavarian Nationalist 
Front

3. Meister-Shusten: Livonian Brothers of 
the Sword (Marksmen champions)

4. Dutch Hammer
5. Knights of Sweden

6. Varangian Guard Norge

AUSTRIAN EMPIRE CAPTURES HISTORIC LA COPPA 
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Although it took bribery of chocolate and Skittles, the Austrian Empire skied 
their way to the first La Coppa victory in more than 200 years.


